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In this article, we present Diophantine Approximations on Tate elliptic
curves, so-called linear forms in $p$-adic elliptic logarithms. We give funda-
mental known concepts on Tate elliptic curves and arithmetical properties.
We also describe how are deduced applications around the abc-con5ectvre
from the theory of $p$-adic linear forms in usual logarithms.
Keywords: linear forms in padic logarithms, Tate curves, elliptic curves,
elliptic iogarithms, the abc-conjecture.
1 Introduction























$K$ $\mathbb{Q}$ $D$ . $|\cdot|$ $K$
, $p$ $\mathbb{Q}$ . $p$ $K$ $v$ .
$p$ $|\cdot|_{v}$ $x\in \mathbb{Q}$ $|x|_{v}=p^{-ord_{p}(x)}$
. $K_{v}$ $K$ $v$ , $\mathbb{Q}_{p}$ $\mathbb{Q}$ $p$
.
$K_{v}$ $\mathbb{Q}_{p}$ . local degree
dv=[K $\mathbb{Q}_{p}$] . $\mathbb{C}_{p}$ K ( $K_{v}$
). $\mathbb{C}_{p}$ 0 , $K_{v}$
dense .






$\wp_{q}(z)$ $K_{v}-\{0\}$ meromorphic , $q$
. $D:=z \frac{d}{dz}$
83
$D \wp_{q}(z)=\sum_{n\in \mathrm{Z}}\frac{q^{n}z+q^{2n}z^{2}}{(1-q^{n}z)^{3}}$ (4)
,
$\mathcal{E}(q)$ : $D \wp_{q}(z)^{2}=4\wp_{q}(z)^{3}-\frac{1}{12}E_{4}(q)\wp_{q}(z)+\frac{1}{216}E_{6}(q)$ (5)
[Ro]
$z\mapsto(\wp_{q}(z))D\wp_{q}(z))$ (6)
$K_{v}^{*}:=K_{v}-\{0\}$ $K_{v}^{2}$ , Lie
$K_{v}^{*}/q^{\mathbb{Z}}$ $\mathcal{E}(q)$ . (







Tate . $R\neq 0,$ $f(z)=$
$\sum_{n\in \mathrm{Z}}a_{n}z^{n}$
$|f(z)|_{R}:= \max\{|a_{n}R^{n}|_{v}; n\in \mathbb{Z}\}$
$=\Xi(*$
$| \Theta_{q}(z)^{3}|_{R}\leq\exp(\frac{3(\log R)^{2}}{-2\log|q|_{v}}+\frac{3|\log R|}{-2\log|q|_{\mathrm{s})}}-\frac{3\log|q|_{v}}{8})$
$| \Theta_{q}(z)^{3}\wp(z)|_{R}\leq|\frac{1}{12}|_{v}\exp(\frac{3(\log R)^{2}}{-2\log|q|_{v}}+\frac{3|\log R|}{-2\log|q|_{v}}-\frac{3\log|q|_{v}}{\mathrm{S}})$
$| \Theta_{q}(z)^{3}D\wp(z)|_{R}\leq\exp(\frac{3(\log R)^{2}}{-2\log|q|_{v}}+\frac{3|\log R|}{-2\log|q|_{v}}-\frac{3\log|q|_{v}}{8})$





. $p$ , $E$ $\Lambda=$
$\mathbb{Z}+\mathbb{Z}\tau,$ $\tau\in \mathcal{H}$ $\mathbb{C}/\Lambda$ $\{q^{\mathbb{Z}}\}=\exp(2\pi \mathrm{i}\Lambda)$
$q=\exp(2\pi \mathrm{i}\tau)$ $\mathbb{C}^{*}/q^{\mathbb{Z}}$ $E(\mathbb{C})$ ,
$\mathbb{Z}[[q]]$ .
, invariants $g_{2},$ $g_{3}$
$\wp$ , $\pi$ ,
$0<|q|<1$ $q=\exp(2\pi i\tau),$ $\tau\in$ $E_{4}(q)$
$E_{6}(q)$ ([Wal]
p.65 329 [Be] $)$ . $E$ Weierstrass
$\text{ }$ , Eisenstein series
$G_{2k}( \tau):=\sum_{m,n\in \mathbb{Z},(m,n)\neq(0,0)}(m+n\tau)^{-2k}$
$g_{2}= \frac{6\mathrm{O}G_{4}}{4},$ $g_{3}= \frac{140G_{6}}{6}$ ( $\wp$ $\mathbb{Z}\omega_{1}+\mathbb{Z}\omega_{2}$ )
$\omega_{1}$ $\omega_{1}$
. $g_{2},$ $g_{3}$ $\omega_{1}$
. $G_{4},$ $G_{6}$ ,
$E_{4}(q)$ $E_{6}(q)$
$G_{2k}(q):=(2 \pi \mathrm{i})^{-2k}\sum_{m,n\in \mathbb{Z},(m,n)\neq(0,0)}(m\frac{\log|q|}{2\pi \mathrm{i}}+n)^{-2k}$




. Tate (effiptic) curve $q\in \mathbb{C}_{p}^{*},$ $|q|_{v}<1$ $\mathbb{C}_{p}^{*}/q^{\mathbb{Z}}$
. Tate curve $\mathrm{T}$ $\mathbb{C}_{p}$ 1
, $\mathrm{T}$ (3) $\wp_{p}$ parametrize




, $E$ $K$ .
$v$ $K$ , $E$ bad reduction $E(K_{v})$ $K_{v}^{*}/q_{v}^{\mathrm{Z}}$
$q_{v}\in K_{v}$ . $E(K_{v})$ , $\mathcal{E}(q_{v})$
.
(5) $\mathbb{T}$ complex multiplication
.
3 Result on Tate curves
$p$ Eisenstein .
Theorem 1 $K$ $\mathbb{Q}$ $D$ . $\beta_{1},$ $\beta_{2}$ $K$
. $h(\cdot)$ logarithmic projective height . $B$ $\log B=$
$\max\{h(\beta_{1}), h(\beta_{2}), 1\}$ . $p$ $\mathbb{Q}$ . $p$ $K$
$v$ $K_{v}$ $K$ $v$ , $\mathbb{Q}_{p}$ $\mathbb{Q}$ $p$
. $q$ $0<|q|_{v}<1$ $K_{v}$ . Eisenstein
$E_{4}$ E . , $B$ effective
$C>0$ .
$\max\{|E_{4}(q)-\beta_{1}|_{v}, |E_{6}(q)-\beta_{2}|_{v}\}\geq\exp\{-C(\log B)^{2}\}$
Corollary 1 1 $q$ 0<|q| 1 $K_{v}$ ,
Eisenstein $E_{4}(q),$ $E_{6}(q)$ ,
.
, Eisenstein series $\iota_{/}\mathrm{a}$ $p$
[Be].




$K$ . $\mathcal{E}$ $K$ $y^{2}=x^{3}-ax-$
$b$ $(a, b\in O_{K}),$ $4a^{3}\neq 27b^{2}$ . $\lambda_{p}=\frac{1}{p-1}(p\neq 2$ ,





$\varphi$ : Cv\rightarrow K $\varphi(\mathrm{O})=0,$ $\varphi’(0)=1$ $(Y’)^{2}=$
$1-aY^{4}-bY^{6}$ .
$\varphi$
$C_{p}$ $p$ Lie $\mathcal{E}(\mathbb{C}_{p})$
$C_{p}arrow \mathcal{E}(\mathbb{C}_{p})$ :
$\exp_{p}(z)=(\varphi(z), \varphi’(z),$ $\varphi^{3}(z))$
Lutz-Weil $p$ ( ) .
$Y^{2}Z=X^{3}-aXZ^{2}-bZ^{3}$ , $(X, Y, Z)=$
$(\varphi)\varphi’,$ $\varphi^{3})$ parametrization . $\varphi$ locally analytic
, $C_{p}$ $\mathbb{C}_{p}$ . $\varphi$ ,
$|\varphi(z)|_{v}=|z|_{v},$ $|\varphi’(z)|_{v}=1$ $z\in C_{p}$ . $\exp_{p}$
. $p$ , Jacobi-Tate ( 1
) .




Theorem 2 $\mathcal{E}_{1}\cdots,$ $\mathcal{E}_{k}$ $y^{2}=x^{3}-a_{i}x-b_{i}(a_{i},$ $b_{i}\in O_{K},$ $1\leq$
$\mathrm{i}\leq k)$ . $h= \max_{1\leq:\leq k}\{h(1, a_{i}, b_{i}), 1\}$ ,
$1\leq \mathrm{i}\leq$
$0\neq u_{i}\in\{u\in C_{v} : \exp_{p}(u)\in \mathcal{E}_{i}(K)\}$
87
. $U_{i}$ $V_{i}$ $U_{i}= \frac{p^{-\lambda_{p}}}{|u_{i}|_{v}}$ $(>1)$
$\log$ V4 $\geq\max\{h(\exp_{p}(u_{i})), \frac{1}{D}\}$
$(1 \leq \mathrm{i}\leq k)$ . $U_{1}= \max(U_{i}),$ $V_{1}= \max(V_{i})$
. $\beta_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $\beta_{k}\in K-\{0\}$ , $|\beta_{i}|_{v}\leq 1(1\leq \mathrm{i}\leq k)$ ,
$\log B\geq 1\leq i\leq k\mathrm{l}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{x}\{1, h(\beta_{\mathrm{i}})\}$ .
$B$ . $\beta_{1}u_{1}+\cdots+\beta_{k}u_{k}\neq 0$ effective $C$
$k,p$ ;
$\log|\beta_{1}u_{1}+\cdots\beta_{k}u_{k}|_{v}\geq$
$-C\cdot D^{2k+2}$ ( $\log B+h+\log\log V_{1}$ $\log DU_{1}$ )
$\cross(\log\log V_{1}+h+\log DU_{1})^{k+1}\mathrm{x}\prod_{i=1}^{k}(h+\log V_{i}+\log U_{\mathrm{i}})$










Conjecture 1 $a,$ $b,$ $c$ $a+b=c$ .
$\epsilon>0$ , $\epsilon$ $C_{1}(\epsilon)>0$
$c\leq C_{1}(\epsilon)N^{1+\epsilon}$
. $N= \prod_{p|abc}p$ .
B8
$p$ . Tijdeman, Stew-
$\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{t}_{\neq}\mathrm{Y}\mathrm{u}$ , 2001 Stewart-Yu[Ste-T] .
Theorem 3 $a,$ $b,$ $c$ $a+b=c$ .










. $p_{1},$ $p_{2},$ $\cdots,$ $p_{j},$ $\cdots$ , .
$ord_{p}c=ord_{p} \frac{c}{-b}=ord_{\mathrm{p}}(\frac{a}{-b}-1)\leq ord_{p}((\frac{a}{b})^{4}-1)$
( $\frac{a}{b}$ 4 ,
) , Yu $p$ [Yu]
, $1$ $ord_{p}$
( ) $\kappa_{2}>0$
$ord_{p}c \leq(\kappa_{2}r)^{r}p^{2}\log\log c\cdot\log\log N\cdot\prod_{p|ab}\log p$
.
$\log c=\sum_{p|\mathrm{c}}(ord_{\rho}c)\log p\leq\max_{p1\mathrm{c}}(ord_{p}c)\cdot\log N$
$ord_{p}c$ $(\begin{array}{l}\underline{r}\pm 3\kappa_{1}\end{array})$ ,
69
$\frac{\log c}{\log\log c}\leq N^{5}(\log N)(1_{0_{\epsilon}^{\sigma}}, \log N)$
$c\leq\exp(C_{3}N^{5}(\log N)^{3})$
( $C_{3}$ effective ).
$p$ $abc$ , $p$
, $abc$ .
$p$ $abc$ ,
A. Baker . modified - $abc$ :
Conjecture 2 $a,$ $b,$ $c$ $a+b=c$ .
$\epsilon>0$ , $\epsilon$ $C_{4}(\epsilon)>0$ ,
$\kappa>0$
$c\leq C_{4}(\epsilon)\cdot\epsilon^{-\kappa\omega(ab)}N^{1+\epsilon}$
. $N= \prod_{\mathrm{p}|abc}p$ .
$p$ :
Conjecture 3 $b_{1},$ $\cdots,$ $b_{k}$ $a_{1},$ $\cdots$ , .
$\Lambda:=b_{1}\log a_{1}+\cdots$ $b_{k}\log a_{k}$ ,
$:= \min\{1|\}\Lambda|\}\prod_{p}\min\{1, p|\Lambda|_{p}\}$
$\text{ }k^{\backslash }\langle.$
$ arrow \text{ }\prod_{p}$ lf4 $\sigma\supset_{J}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\backslash }\backslash \text{ }\not\in\xi_{\lambda}\text{ }\xi$). (effective )
$\text{ }C_{5}>0\mathrm{B}\grave{\grave{;}}\tau\mp\Gamma\pm \text{ }$
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